HPCC Meeting Agenda  
November 7\textsuperscript{th}, 2013 @ 5pm  
Room G-108

**Attendance:**  
Josh Cooper  
Nehi Aihie  
Kailee Kovacs  
Brandon Chavez  
Damion Simpson  
Marissa Dean  
Alex Dinger  
Zakiya Smith-Dore  
Alex Iznaga  
Courtney Maines  
Alyssa Milonas  
Jenna Glynn

I. Updates  
\hspace{1cm} a. T-Shirts  
\hspace{2cm} i. # Sold? $\rightarrow$ 48 sold!!  
\hspace{2cm} ii. Continuing tabling if we have enough interest after our first box.  
\hspace{2cm} iii. 12/16 of us have bought shirts

\hspace{1cm} b. HPCC Scholarship/Kaplan Coupon  
\hspace{2cm} i. Contract Update  
\hspace{2cm} ii. Status of Pamphlet Completion (300 completed before 11/28?)  
\hspace{2cm} iii. Any specific essay judges in mind? Contact them? $\rightarrow$ Start initiating contact with advisors/professors to check interest (ex. Dr. G)

\hspace{1cm} c. Public Health Week $\rightarrow$ April 7-12  
\hspace{2cm} i. College-wide 5 day event promoting Public health  
\hspace{2cm} ii. Un-official Schedule:  
\hspace{3cm} **Mon**: Speaker, Health Science flash mob, Zumba-thon  
\hspace{3cm} **Tues**: Cinema night, Speaker, Family event  
\hspace{3cm} **Wed**: Concert, Food truck rally, Live local music  
\hspace{3cm} **Thurs**: Public Health Heroes  
\hspace{3cm} **Fri**: Research showcase, Organization tabling  
\hspace{2cm} iii. How can HPCC Get involved? $\rightarrow$ Tabling

II. Break off into Committees  
\hspace{1cm} a. Programs Committee: Ralph, Damion, Israel, Alyssa F.  
\hspace{2cm} i. Next semester: Health Fair at beginning of semester  
\hspace{2cm} ii. Event with panel of various medical professionals to give advice and answer questions about their specific career

\hspace{1cm} b. PR Committee: Erica, Courtney, Savannah, Jenna  
\hspace{2cm} i. *Promoting PHHP Student Organization Page-How?  
\hspace{3cm} -Listserv Email? Ask Jill Pease (PHHP PR) to post our link on the PHHP Fb page?  
\hspace{3cm} -Add link to our website
ii. Contact Sub-Org members to get updates on their events and fundraisers to add to our Fb page.

c. Socials: Brandon, Kailee, Josh, Alex I., Alex. D., Marissa, Alyssa M.
   i. Event for HPCC most likely in the spring

d. HPCC Scholarship: Alex I., Zakiya, Alex D.
   i. Continue passing out pamphlets

**Next Meeting: November 21st @ 5pm Room: G-108. Enjoy Homecoming!!**